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The task of the contest is comprised of two themes. To 
participate, you must send 3 or more designs for each of 
the contest themes. Overall, the minimum number of works 
should amount to 6.

The works of each participant are assessed as a whole.The 
themes of the contest are presented as mood boards.

Mood boards are not a direct guideline to follow – you 
should not try to repeat the works presented in them. The 
contestant can freely interpret the materials presented for 
inspiration, in accordance with their own vision.

The submitted work may be a composition with or without 
repeats.
You may submit new works created specifically for this 
contest or designs you have made before. We urge you to 
be attentive to copyright compliance!

Technical requirements: JPEG format, image size: not to 
exceed 1 MB, not less than 1,000 pixels on the longitudinal 
side, resolution: 150 dpi.

COMMON 
REQUIRMENTS
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METAVERSE

Taking inspiration from science and technology and bringing 
that to the gaming and cyber-sports style. We are looking for 
descriptions from the best of fantasy, thinking about augmented 
reality and the possibilities of artificial intelligence. Expanding 
the horizon, freeing the imagination and defining the style of 
the future. Creating hyperreal visual effects. Dressing avatars in 
meta space and friends IRL in the same fabric pattern.
We create new heroes of the universe for placement and for 
conversational prints
Bold colors, soft ombre lines, degrade, slogans and mysterious 
signs.
Our task is to transfer digital images to the physical world, 
please, do not forget that the competition welcomes bold but 
feasible solutions.
Application to 3D clothing is also welcomed in your presentation. 
We encourage all elements that ca be used for digital printing. 
Do not hold back on using color.

1Dennis Mundt

2Lucid Dream

5 Atelier Olschinsky4 Vladislav Ociacia

3Ralph Mecke

Theme 1

All images in this document are used with non-commercial purpose. Presented moodboard should be considered as an educational material.
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3Solstudio Textile Design 4 Михаил Новокщеный9Metaverse Festival 10GUERRI 11Refik Anadol

6MTS 5G

METAVERSE

8Byblos F/W 2019
7ZEPETO

Theme 1

All images in this document are used with non-commercial purpose. Presented moodboard should be considered as an educational material.



Maximalism, bright, decorative, bold. Handicraft 
patterns with flowers, imitation of flora 
embroidery in the fabric pattern. We draw flowers 
as if crocheted. We create a deceptive sense of 
volume, achieve a tufting effect in the drawing, 
decorative embellishment with thread, and 
draw deceptive quilting stitches and imaginary 
garden-themed appliqués.

We transfer hobbies to the fabric. We use 
the color unexpectedly boldly; there can be 
fluorescent colors, imitation of textures.

Optical illusion (fr. Trompe-l’œil) - is our weapon. 
Let everything you draw looks like the result of 
long hours with a needle, thread and knitting.

We are inspired by home crafts and handicrafts.

HOBBY - FLOWERS

4
12Chloé S/S 2022

14Chanel S/S 2019

15Схема вышивки

Theme 2

All images in this document are used with non-commercial purpose. Presented moodboard should be considered as an educational material.

13Pinterest
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Тема 2

5
20Solstudio Textile Design

19La Milanesa

17Embroidering

16Junko Oki

18Marion Browning

ХОББИ- ЦВЕТЫ
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SOURCES USED

1. Dennis Mundt
behance.net/mellowmann 

2. Lucid Dream
opensea.io/collection/lucid--dreams

3. Ralph Mecke
tristangodefroy.com/artist/ralph-mecke

4. Vladislav Ociacia
behance.net/ociacia

5. Atelier Olschinsky
behance.net/olschinsky
 
6. MTS 5G
behance.net/gallery/128894415/MTS-
5G?tracking_source=search_projects_
recommended

7. ZEPETO
studio.zepeto.me

8. Byblos F/W 2019 
vogue.com/fashion-shows/fall-2019-ready-to-
wear/byblos

9. Metaverse Festival 
decentraland.org/blog/announcement/get-
ready-for-the-metaverse-festival

10. GUERRI 
@akaguerri

11. Refik Anadol
refikanadol.com

12. Chloé S/S 2022
chloe.com

13. Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.ru/
pin/528047125064245107/

14. Chanel S/S 2019 

15. Embroidering
pinterest.ru/pin/393502086196569394

16. Junko Oki
www.junkooki.com

17. Embroidering
pinterest.ru/pin/163818505185926992

18. Marion Browning
www.marionbrowning.co.uk

19. La Milanesa
lamilanesa.it

20. Solstudio Textile Design
solstudiodesign.com

* Bored Ape Yacht Club
opensea.io/collection/boredapeyachtclub
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If you have any questions about participation in the competition, partnership, information 
support and press materials, please contact us by e-mail: contest@solstudiodesign.com

The Textile Design Contest originator is Solstudio Textile Group.

Bldg.1, No.9, Bolshoi Palashevskiy Pereulok, Moscow 123104 
Tel.: +7 (495) 730-20-33

sol@solstudiodesign.com
www.solstudiodesign.com


